
Tips for

Parents of Infants
in the NICU

  

NICU=neonatal intensive care unit.

We acknowledge that some babies have a care village while residing in the NICU. Therefore, throughout this piece, we will use the 
term “parent” to refer to all parents, grandparents, guardians, and caregivers who care for the health and well-being of these infants.



Your Role in
the NICU

  

How to care for your infant while in the NICU
Having an infant in the NICU may be one of the most stressful times in your life. But you are not alone: In fact, over the last 15 years, 
about 1 in 10 US births have been preterm births!1,2 This short guide will give you quick pointers on connecting with your baby and 
navigating your NICU journey. 

Although bonding with your baby in the NICU may not be what you had imagined, any time you spend with your infant will help 
your baby’s growth and development. As you and your baby get to know each other, they will feel more relaxed with you around.3

Participating in your baby’s care 
Parents like you can play a significant role in caring for your babies. Becoming more involved with your baby’s care may help  
you adjust to the NICU environment.3 Some parents may want to be present when the doctors examine their baby on rounds,  
and others may wish to participate in feedings. Tell your NICU care team you want to learn and participate, and ask them what  
is possible. 

How you can participate in your baby’s care:

• Ask questions of the NICU care team and the NICU support staff 
• Talk with the NICU doctors about your baby’s condition and treatments
• Establish how much or how little you want to participate, knowing you can change your mind at any time
• Ask for regular times to meet with the care team for updates
• Get to know your baby, what they like and what they don’t like
• Perform any bonding activities that you wish, as long as they are medically appropriate for your baby
• Ask for any resources the NICU has to help you understand your baby’s treatments
• Ask about what your baby’s conditions or treatments mean for their future

Bonding with your baby and strengthening connection 
Talk with your care team to determine what activities are appropriate for your baby. Remember, your baby’s health may  
change daily, so getting the newest information will help you to perform appropriate bonding activities.  

• Performing kangaroo care, also known as skin-to-skin, may be a rewarding experience for you and your baby.5  
Parents can often kangaroo care while the feeding is infusing (via feeding tube) or after bottle feeding6,7 

• Knowing the feeding schedule and being involved during feeding times help the nurse and are especially beneficial  
for the baby7

• Changing your baby’s diaper can be a rewarding and bonding experience for you and them5,7

• Assisting with bathing the baby or changing the bed linens can also prepare you for life at home and help you connect  
with your baby5,7

• Communicate with your baby by touch; let them hold your finger or cradle them in your arms5,7

• Get your baby used to the sound of your voice by softly singing nursery rhymes or your favorite songs, reading your 
avorite book, and talking with them about your day5 

 
f

Parents’ active involvement may lead to shorter hospital stays, better development of the infant’s brain, 
stronger parent–infant bonding, and decreased parental stress and anxiety.4

Page 4 has a list of conversation starters to help you communicate with the NICU care team and 
 support staff, and questions you can ask to continue building the bond with your baby.
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Advocating for Your 
Baby in the NICU

How can you advocate for your baby?
You know that the NICU staff is doing the best for your baby, and everyone is working toward the same goal: to help your baby 
be as healthy as possible. You are your baby’s primary advocate, their number one supporter. You are the voice of your infant!  
You may feel overwhelmed and nervous talking with care providers, but this is the time to learn all you can to support your 
baby. In doing this, you will continue building your relationship with your baby.  

Your baby is your primary focus, so trust your instincts! No question is too small, and your care team should encourage any and 
all questions. Speak up if you have a concern. Educate yourself and use that newfound knowledge to talk with the care team 
and support staff, while remembering that they are the experts and that you’re all working toward the same goal. Approaching the 
care team with an open mind, and letting them know your concerns, will help establish a strong rapport.

How can you communicate with a busy care team?
Your NICU care team’s primary goal is to care for your baby, and they are also an excellent resource to help you understand 
what is going on. Parent participation, shared decision making, and collaboration with the care team are all important goals  
in the NICU. Good communication between you and the nurses and doctors is key, but often it will be up to you to reach out. 
Remember to respect their time: They are busy caring for of all the NICU infants. By making it clear that you are interested in getting 
educated and becoming informed, you establish that you want to be a partner, not a nuisance.

• Sometimes, the care team is busy, and you may feel hesitant to interrupt their work
• Take a moment to think about when and how you can best approach them
• Find a time during the day when the care team doesn’t seem rushed, and take that opportunity to talk with them 
• Use an inquisitive, open tone to start conversations
• Let the team know your level of interest in medical updates on your infant
• Ask the care team or the NICU support staff about the NICU schedule. Knowing this allows you to plan a meeting  

when the care team may be more available to talk 
• Let them know your schedule, so you can coordinate times to meet for updates on your baby

Knowing you are interested in your infant’s treatments and status helps your care team become familiar with you, allowing 
communication to be open and easier.  

How to ask medical questions without a medical background
The NICU is intimidating in so many ways; one way is all the medical jargon casually used by your care team. To be the 
best advocate for your baby, you need to know what is going on and what these terms mean. In fact, as the primary  
advocate for your baby, you deserve to be informed about their condition in ways that you can understand. Here are some tips 
for learning these new terms to communicate effectively:

• During early discussions with your care team, be upfront with how much or how little you know about medical issues 
• As appropriate, ask the care team to define words and devices, or jot the terms down and look them up later. A good 

resource is the NICU Connections.com site
• Take notes as the care team gives you updates. This allows you to go back and ask questions at a later time 

The following page has a suggested list of questions to help you start learning about the NICU and having optimal conversations 
with your baby’s care team and support staff. 
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NICU Parent and  
Caregiver FAQs

Questions to empower you in your baby’s care
You may be nervous about touching your baby or disturbing the NICU staff. Remember, as a parent, you can be involved as 
much or as little as you need. This section provides conversation starters to help you understand the NICU environment and 
determine your role in your baby’s care.  

The NICU is an overwhelming, highly active space with many people involved. Here are some questions you can ask to  
understand the flow of the NICU and your role in it: 

• Who is on my baby’s care team? 
• What are their roles in my baby’s care?
• What is the NICU schedule? Does it change from day to night? From day to day?
• When do the doctors examine my baby?
• Is it possible for me to participate in my baby’s examination?
• How can I follow up with the doctor after they examine my baby?
• Do you have more information on the [device/medication]?
• How can I track my baby’s progress?

Bonding with your baby may be difficult at first, but there are ways you can interact with them. To explore how to form  
connections with your baby, here are some questions you can ask:
 
• When is there a quiet time in the NICU to visit my baby? 
• Can I change my baby’s diaper? 
• How long/how often can I do kangaroo care? 
• Can I let them hold my finger? 
• Can I pump next to them? 
• Who should I give the pumped milk to?
• How else can I help care for my baby?

Having a baby in the NICU is stressful. You won’t be surprised to learn  
that a study found that 40% to 50% of NICU parents are depressed, anxious, or  
experience post-traumatic stress during their infant’s hospitalization.8
 
Many hospitals have facilities and professionals who can help you—  
from mental health to financial support to NICU parent support groups. 

Here are some questions to discover the services at your NICU:

• Who can I talk to about problems pumping/breastfeeding?
• Is there someone I can talk with about the stress I am feeling?
• Do you have any financial aid for gas, transportation,  

hotel bills, or food?
• Are there other parents I can talk to who have gone through  

the NICU experience?
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Suggested Resources
The following websites provide more information about having an infant in the NICU: 

• NICUConnections.com
• MarchofDimes.org
• HandtoHold.org
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